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“We have two fundamental and interrelated goals with FIFA,” commented Matthias Graf, Head of Pro-Soccer Studio, EA SPORTS. “We aim to develop the most authentic and immersive gaming experience possible. The most recent, engaging changes we’ve made to the
game reflect players’ reality. We want to create a living game that lets fans live, breathe and really feel the emotion of the sport. With ‘HyperMotion Technology’ and ‘SpeedPitch,’ we’re putting players in the game in a way they’ve never seen before.” FIFA ‘22 maintains its
focus on delivering fans the most realistic gameplay to date, delivering both the game’s new, best player and most authentic pitch. Developed by the Pro-Soccer Studio, FIFA ‘22 goes deeper than ever before into delivering the highest levels of gameplay fidelity. “Traditional
button-mashing gameplay is not enough when you’re playing one on one, and that’s why we’ve developed a game that is completely based on all of the elements that make football the best sport on earth,” added Graf. “By giving our players the ability to play ball control,
through passes, crosses, headers, tackles, dribbling – we’ve taken the most authentic, intuitive and player driven experience to a new level. Playing in the game creates a completely different type of gameplay experience and we’re not done yet.” NEW EXPERIENCE IN ‘22

PLAYER EXPERIENCE – DEVELOPED ACCORDING TO THE REAL WORLD ‘22 puts you right in the middle of the action with all-new Goalkeeper AI that reacts to your shots. Goalkeepers are never idle. Instead, they move fluidly, react to balls that break through, and actively run
out to parry shots. And for the first time in a FIFA, they will grab balls you kick clear from their goal. Goalkeepers are a critical element of the ‘22 experience, and you will need to master this element if you want to master the game. GOALKEEPERS – THE WHOLE NEW GAME

Goaltenders need to defend and attack, like any other player. Playing with a FIFA ‘22 Goalkeeper is a completely new type of experience. Gone are the days of

Fifa 22 Features Key:

The Evolution of Football Gameplay
The Performance Game Engine
Hype for the Next Gen FifaExperience
More Ways to Be the Next Great
Legend – Be a manager for a season, leading your team to success. Pro – Make the next move as a Pro, immerse yourself in match day atmosphere. The Fastest game ever: The “Evolution of Football Gameplay” simulation engine is leading the competition in
terms of gameplay speed with a legacy in game speed. Enjoy new “controlled dribbling in-context”, more responsive ball physics, and more display, touch and movement improvements.
A New Performance Game Engine: Your club squad, your style of play, and your attributes will all be represented by our new Performance Game Engine. Give all your performances a strong visual presence with improved animated body postures, effects and
crowds. AI Manager Observations are also enhanced to feel more and move more like real football players.
Master Class Style Commentary: Take the action with the most exhaustive and captivating commentary featuring all the authoritative voices behind the Premier League and England’s elite - alongside fellow commentators Jon Champion and Jorge Valdano. Match Day
Atmosphere: Add to that atmosphere by tuning into the words and opinions of the ESPN commentators and a new set of regular inviters found in pre-match previews.
A World of Play Sets: Now players can create their own unique stadium, with unique stands, team kits and demographics. Official Clubs: Customise your player with like-for-like squad requirements and attributes to create your own club that represents your
footballing soul. Clonal Grounds: The game features the first FIFA property and is the first to have stadium branding and recognizable logos. All players may select a Crewe Alexandra or West Ham United player card from the FA Cup
Amazing Soundtracks: 40 licensed sports tracks, including The Beatles, Daft Punk, Sigur Ros, NIN and The Verve.
Huge New Club Stadiums: There are now twelve Club Stadions  
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What is EA SPORTS FIFA? The #1 Rated Sports Game on iOS and Android FIFA, the world's #1 rated sports game, is EA SPORTS FIFA on all your connected devices. Choose from over 50 teams, take on challenges and make your mark on
the world stage. The #1 Rated Sports Game on iOS and AndroidFIFA, the world's #1 rated sports game, is EA SPORTS FIFA on all your connected devices. Choose from over 50 teams, take on challenges and make your mark on the world
stage. FIFA Ultimate Team™: Build and master a team of the world's best players with unique player traits and discover FUT Seasonal Cards™. Watch your team fight for a shot at glory as the season unfolds – outscore your rivals to
climb the rankings and win the ultimate prize, the 2018 FIFA FUT Champions Cup. FIND OUT MORE • Build Your Ultimate Team • Discover FUT Seasonal Cards • Fight for Glory in League Play • Prove Yourself in the Playoffs • Win the FIFA
FUT Champions Cup • Play in New Leagues • Get Involved Compete for the ultimate prize, the 2018 FIFA FUT Champions Cup Compete for the ultimate prize, the 2018 FIFA FUT Champions Cup FIFA Ultimate Team™: Build Your Ultimate
Team Choose Your Team, Stage Your Epic Match • Select from over 50 teams of the world's greatest players • Collect and develop players to unlock their true potential • Daily Challenges to earn rewards and climb the leaderboards •
Fight for a shot at the FIFA FUT Champions Cup • Friendly Challenges to earn rewards and climb the leaderboards • Build Ultimate TEAMS for ultimate glory • Save, upload and share your Ultimate Team with the community Get involved
with new competitions, including: New Leagues: Prove your skills in the FIFA FUT Champions Cup in leagues featuring brand-new teams, new challenges and new objectives. Challenge the best players in the world in leagues where you
fight for medals and the ultimate prize. Extra Time Mode: Prove your skills in a brand-new mode that puts you in the spotlight. Play all 40 minutes of the game in extra time and claim the ultimate prize – victory in the FIFA FUT
Champions Cup. Good luck! Compete for Glory in bc9d6d6daa
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FIFA 22 continues the legacy of FIFA Ultimate Team, delivering more ways to build dream teams and compete against players from around the world. Keep winning the weekly Ultimate Matches to earn packs and collect thousands of items – all to be used to shape your
ultimate team. FIFA 22 includes brand-new stadiums, kits, player appearances, and weaves in game-changing moments to take your game to a whole new level. Social – Beyond putting you in the game and giving you a whole new way to experience your club, FIFA 22 takes
you deep within the life of a real football club to see the trials and tribulations from the manager’s point of view. As a manager, you’ll now decide what’s in your club’s commercial strategy and analyze whether your top players are getting the best out of them. Squad-Based
– Every player, stadium, strategy, tactic, and kit in FIFA 21 has been remixed to create an authentic club experience while allowing you to play any way you want. Now you can set up your team to enjoy total control in the Cruyff Turn, and play with the pace and style of your
opponents. Be one of the best As well as the manager mode and the My Player, Ultimate Team mode and Career mode we have a range of other ways for you to become a better footballer. You can play in any position with a whole new Authentic Player movement. You can
now take passes through defenders, dribble past them, and shoot with a new control system. You can now take faster shots from outside the box with more control on the ball. You can now dribble out of pressure with spin. Pass your way to the top The FIFA Skylanders allow
you to play your favourite players from Skylanders: Giants and Skylanders: Spyro while you play FIFA 21. You can now choose any of the new football superstars. You can now earn FIFA Points by playing any of the new football Superstars in FIFA Ultimate Team. You can now
earn more FIFA Points by playing with the Skylanders. You can now play with your favourite Skylanders in any FIFA game mode. You can now earn achievements by playing with the Skylanders. You can now play any Fifa Head-to-Head mode using any Skylanders. You can
now play any Head-to-Head mode using any
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What's new in Fifa 22:

Completely revised goalkeeper matching system for all types of goalkeepers – As with FIFA 21, goalkeepers match each other when playing different types of shots, but
now goalkeeper abilities can be differentiated by position on the field and from the type of shot attempted. Goalkeepers make schematic and reactive saves differently,
based on their position.
First FIFA series in over 10 years to feature an Ultimate Team overhaul, with an entirely new and comprehensive approach to the mode – From improved gameplay
features to FUT Coin and its immediate impact on game features, the first FIFA to utilise FUT Coin brings a host of brand new features to the mode, including the brand
new Arena Creator. FUT Ultimate Team is also more rewarding, with all new rewards that combine weekly, monthly and season rewards along with increased Coin drops
in every match.
All-new FUT Game Analyzer mode delivers a deep dive into your gameplay and how you can improve your skills. Including over 500 enhancements, tweaks and
adjustments your gameplay has never been easier – FUT Game Analyzer is an exciting new way of monitoring and improving your own gameplay. This includes 250 new
skills for you to master, including the much sought-after Head Precision which enhances the way your heading and throwing coordinates. And with new shot-stopping
power on set-pieces, goalkeeper enhancements and new in-match adjustments, you’ll be able to hone your game to the highest level. And with new Tackles and Aerial
Contests, as well as improved defensive positioning, the new FUT Game Analyzer is the first comprehensive coaching tool for goalkeepers out there.
The iconic Ultimate Team Legend mode is back and bigger than ever with dynamic implementation of FUT Coin drops bringing the mode closer to live match experience.
Complete the Journey and be rewarded - Play The Journey and compete to earn more coins than any other players in the world – do you want a Top 3 or Top 1 finish? Or
do you take your career path the hard way and rise up the ranks? Game modes have never been more rewarding and to see more of your progress and rewards live,
earn more coins in real-time in the coin system.
Brand new Home Stadium Creator, giving even more customisation options for custom clubs and environments - Take direct control over your stadium, choose the
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FIFA is a series of football video games produced by EA Canada and published by Electronic Arts. The series' franchise is the best-selling sports franchise of all time. Additional information: Contributions - All charitable contributions to the Make-A-Wish Foundation are
appreciated, and we are honored to acknowledge them publicly on FIFA.com. FIFA Active Support - the FIFA Fan Support Program, which has helped raise over $1.8 million in funds for local Boston, MA non-profit organizations, will begin in the United States. Supported
Platforms - FIFA 22 is available on PlayStation 4, Xbox One, PC (Windows and Mac), Nintendo Switch, and on mobile devices. Visit our EA SPORTS™ FIFA 22 Shop on PlayStation4, Xbox One, PC, Nintendo Switch and mobile devices for all the latest game content. Information
in this press release is subject to change. For more information on EA SPORTS FIFA 22, please visit: Powered by Football™ The FIFA team has rebuilt the most authentic, realistic and deepest experience to deliver you the purest football gameplay yet. Deep Learning -
Powered by Football™ The FIFA team has rebuilt the most authentic, realistic and deepest experience to deliver you the purest football gameplay yet. Deep Learning - Powered by Football™ The FIFA team has rebuilt the most authentic, realistic and deepest experience to
deliver you the purest football gameplay yet. "We are testing something new for this year," explains Peter Moore, Senior Director of Marketing at Electronic Arts. "In the past, we were always trying to work backwards to existing games. This year, I think we're going forward
to new game technology. We're using new technology to bring the game to a new plateau of authenticity in terms of experience, immersion, character and innovation. It's a new way of working and it's exciting." Powered by Football™ 8.5 Rating – Rated "Mature" by the
ESRB Since its founding in 1971, EA SPORTS™ has celebrated, honored and engaged football's biggest stars and best fans -- the passionate, die-hard football players, coaches, and fans. The FIFA series of football video games is the best-selling sports franchise of all time. It
has also become a
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System Requirements:

Operating system: Windows XP SP2 or Windows Vista SP2 Processor: CPU speed of 1 GHz or faster Memory: 256 MB of RAM Graphics: 128MB video card with 32 bit color support Storage: 2 GB available hard drive space Network: Broadband Internet access (broadband
recommended) Mouse: Trackball or other standard mouse Keyboard: Standard keyboard with arrow keys The Monster Hunter Tri PC Download is a single-player action adventure. Players are able to participate in the optional online co-
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